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Identifying the challenge for SIDS, and moving to the situation today 
 

“SIDS are particularly prone to natural disasters in all their forms……Because of our 

inherent smallness, it can take……..natural disasters not only to claim the lives and 

livelihood of our people, but also to cause significant damage to our fragile and 

vulnerable economies. All efforts invested by SIDS in their pursuit towards sustainable 

development can be negated by a single damaging natural disaster.” 

 

If we did not know when these words were spoken, it would be fair to assume that they 

reflect a reality, a concern, an existential threat being confronted by SIDS (Small Island 

Developing States) today. But in fact, the mounting exposure and susceptibility of SIDS 

to a multiple hues of disaster risks and climate impacts has been an overwhelming 

challenge for some time – as evidenced by the fact that these words were spoken by HE 

Mr. Jagdish D. Koonjul, Chairman of the Alliance of Small Island States (AOSIS) in 

October 2003. Going further back, the World Conference on Disaster Reduction in 

Yokohama, Japan in 1994 articulated the double peril that is faced by SIDS, of high 

vulnerability disaster/climate risks on one hand, and being least equipped to mitigate 

them on the other.  

 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/rajeev-issar-4561056/
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Given the recognition of the challenges SIDS face stretches back decades, it might be 

fair to assume that much would have changed by now. But the stark reality remains that 

the existential threat posed by disaster/climate risks to SIDS remains as grim today, if 

not grimmer, as ever before. It is not just about extreme disaster events, climatic risks 

and sea-level rise due to global warming – it is the very sustainability of development 

and the resilience of communities and people’s livelihoods which has come under 

increasing strain whilst it continues to be steadily eroded.  

Sure enough, investments have been made, progress has been achieved yet the 

challenge continues to mount and outpace the efforts by more than not only a mile but 

even nautical miles. 

Closer to today and over six years from the adoption of the SAMOA Pathway by the 

international community and stakeholders on 04 September 2014, the centrality of SIDS 

to the global pursuit of resilience and sustainability has only become more imperative 

and the need to act as pressing as ever.  

It is noteworthy that SAMOA Pathway precedes the adoption of the landmark 2030 

Agenda comprising a suite of global agreements viz. the Sendai Framework for Disaster 

Risk Reduction (SFDRR), the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), the Paris 

Agreement on Climate Change and a host of other frameworks adopted to act as the 

“north star” for joined up efforts by the comity of nations and stakeholders to pursue a 

more resilient and sustainable development pathway.  

In a sense, to achieve the objectives of the SAMOA Pathway is a litmus test for the 

success of the overall, and ambitious, 2030 Agenda. The intent is for it to permeate every 

other strand of our developmental work and to provide the measure to be meaningfully 

evaluated against. In fact, this should be its only and true measure.  

 

Putting the finger on the pulse: SIDS in the 2030 Agenda 

Being a precursor to all other strands of the 2030 Agenda, Samoa Pathway, in a sense, 

provided the route map to help them navigate their respective pathways while specifically 

keeping the SIDS at the center of it all. Resilience and sustainability of SIDS is the 

singular benchmark to measure the success, or otherwise, of each of the “big boys” i.e. 

the major agreements adopted by the comity of nations in 2015. Applying the UNDP 

(United Nations Development Programme) catchphrase “If it is not sustainable, it is not 

development” to the SIDS context, one can fairly surmise that it can be couched 

somewhat like “If it is not SIDS-centric, it is not worth pursuing”. 

SAMOA Pathway set the tone and tenor of focus on the SIDS in the 2030 Agenda with 

its impassioned call to the international community to put SIDS and their very survival at 

the heart and center of all global developmental efforts. It asserts that SIDS “….remain 

a special case for sustainable development in view of their unique and particular 

vulnerabilities…..” 

 

https://www.un.org/press/en/2014/dev3112.doc.htm
https://www.un.org/press/en/2014/dev3112.doc.htm
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How do the SIDS feature in different strands of the 2030 Agenda?   

The Sendai Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction (SFDRR) recognizes the SIDS 

vulnerability to disaster and climate risks quite strongly, underscoring the need to 

enhance SIDS’ implementation capacity and capability to achieve the Outcome and Goal 

of the Framework [SFDRR, para-17] and as part of the considerations related to ‘International 

Cooperation and Global Partnership’. Referring to the disproportionate effect of disasters 

on SIDS, it highlights the “….critical need to build resilience and to provide particular 

support through the implementation of the SIDS Accelerated Modalities of Action 

(SAMOA) Pathway in the area of disaster risk reduction.” [SFDRR, para-42]  

The UN General Assembly (UNGA) Resolution adopting the 2030 Agenda [A/RES/70/1 - 

Transforming Our World: the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development] affirms the commitment towards 

integrated solutions for development challenges confronting the SIDS, as borne out by 

the fact that nearly six SDG Goals have specific targets aimed at SIDS. It acknowledges 

climate change and disaster risks with their adverse effects to be one of the principal 

factors undermining the resilience and sustainability in SIDS.  

The New Urban Agenda, acknowledging the principles and objectives of the SAMOA 

Pathway, seeks to address the specific urbanization challenges facing SIDS as part of 

its ‘Call for Action’, and commits to reduce the vulnerability of SIDS to natural hazards 

and disasters of various hues as part of its ‘Environmentally Sustainable and Resilient 

Urban Development’ pillar.  

In short, these examples show how SIDS have indeed become the litmus test for the 

success or failure of the 2030 Agenda as the imperative of ensuring SIDS-centrality to 

all global efforts comes out sharply and starkly across all agreements.  

 

Truly an existential threat: disasters and extreme climatic events 

The assertion in the SAMOA Pathway that “…disasters can disproportionately affect 

SIDS and that there is a critical need to build resilience, strengthen monitoring and 

prevention, reduce vulnerability, raise awareness and increase preparedness to respond 

to and recover from disasters” is in fact a stark reality being witnessed by the world while 

SIDS themselves are at the receiving end of this unmitigated trail of destruction and 

livelihood disruption so brutally inflicted by disaster events with excruciating recurrence.   

SAMOA Pathway recognizes that “…climate change continues to pose a significant risk 

to SIDS and their efforts to achieve sustainable development and, for many, represent 

the gravest of threats to their survival and viability…..” and that their growth prospects 

had been hindered by climate change and natural disasters among other factors like 

environment degradation. 

The bleak apprehension articulated in the SAMOA Pathway has translated itself into 

reality over the past years, as we have been continuously witness to what seem like an 

almost rehearsed and sequential parade of disaster events and climatic impacts at 

regular intervals almost declaring their devastating impacts with impunity.  
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It is a matter of concern that, of the total disaster-related global aid to SIDS between 

1999-2010, only 10% went towards prevention and preparedness. At the same time, it is 

estimated by the World Bank (WB) that in the Pacific SIDS, nearly $112 billion worth of 

infrastructure, buildings and cash crops are at risk from natural disasters. The Bank 

reckons that in the Caribbean, the estimated annual damage to infrastructure from 

natural disasters is $0.5-1 billion per year.  

This scenario is likely to be further exacerbated due to processes associated with climate 

change and variability. It is estimated that the cost of climate change (in the absence of 

effective adaptation) in the Caribbean is going to be $10.7 billion by 2025 and $21.9 

billion by 2050 which will be nearly 5.0% and 10.3% of their collective GDP. [Source: Bueno 

et al. 2008] 

 

Walking the talk: How are we responding? 

Efforts have been made. Progress has been achieved. But much more needs to be done, 

and quickly. We need to think differently and scout for different, innovative solutions. A 

new paradigm has to be identified for SIDS to play a meaningful role as equal partners 

to other geographies in a shared global destiny. 

However, the SIDS do present a unique case, in that the action and the solutions to most 

of their existential dilemmas lie as much outside of their remit as within. For example, the 

action on climate change mitigation and reducing emissions is largely dependent on the 

world’s largest countries and economies. Unless these economies take concerted action 

to reduce GHG emissions as per the ambition articulated in the Paris Agreement, the 

rapidly increasing incidence, frequency and magnitude of disasters and extreme climatic 

events is not going to subside, and SIDS will be impacted regardless of what they do to 

plan ahead. Hence, the need for lock-in step approach involving the in-country action 

with global and regional commitments is key to achieving the resilience building and 

sustainability objectives related to SIDS.  

This entails bringing in not only the traditional global actors and national governments 

but also inviting into the tent newer and non-traditional partners like the IFIs, the private 

sector, technical and research institutions, civil society bodies and others. If we can get 

it right, the bandwidth of action, resources and technical support brought by this 

constellation of actors as part of an ‘all hands on the deck’ approach has the potential to 

make a real impact, and meaningful and sustainable difference for the SIDS.  

The underpinning of action needs to be around the ‘do-good’ principle, based on a good 

governance paradigm which entails taking into account a multitude of factors and forces 

while advancing policy, regulatory, programmatic, budgetary decision-making. The 

development-for-the-sake-and-pace-of-development notion needs to be jettisoned in 

favor of a more considered and systematic approach.  
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Where to from here? 

Some key areas requiring in-depth discussion and analysis as part of this SIDS 

SUREDIS Newsletter’s focus, from the perspective of building resilience to risks and 

advancing sustainability of socio-economic development and community livelihoods, are 

proposed to include the following: 

A. Resilience to disaster and climate risks including adaptation; 

B. Risk-informed development paradigm in the context of the SIDS – re-imagining 

development planning and implementation; 

C. Strengthening community awareness, preparedness and early warning / early 

action; 

D. Strengthening governance systems from national to local with focus on risk 

governance; 

E. Fostering ownership at local and community level through stakeholder 

participation; 

F. Grey economy -- Enhancing access to data, technology and the knowledge 

economy; 

G. Urban resilience in the context of SIDS. 

 

Of course, identifying and analyzing other key issues and challenges that have the 

potential to impinge upon the resilience and sustainability building efforts for SIDS will be 

discussed and analyzed, to learn from past experience, use good risk management 

thinking to discuss possibilities for the future, and build up a knowledge bank that is 

informed by emerging needs and priorities.  

In the context of SIDS, it is vital to connect the present with the medium-term and the 

longer-term vision to ensure continuity as well as lay the ground for potential scale-up 

and scale-out as the ‘small’ in the nomenclature i.e. SIDS need not constrict either our 

action nor our ambition and vision. 

More ahead as we embark on this exciting and illuminating journey to make sure that the 

‘all hands-on deck’ approach is truly transformational for the SIDS. 

We also very much look forward to your feedback and input. 

 

 


